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She m ay  m ean well, but Gaga’s rare brand of activism  does

nothing to advance hum an rights.

Lady  Gaga, in spite of herself, continues to prov ide insight into the ethical

and political incoherence that dominates our society . This month, after

wearing a bikini made of animal flesh of the cover of a fashion magazine,

Vogue Hommes Japan, she appeared at the MTV Video Music Awards in

an entire flesh ensemble, including dress, boots, handbag, and hat.

These outfits are neither surprising nor original; although Gaga has built

her career on wearing outrageous ensembles, in 2008, contestants on

America’s Next Top Model wrapped themselves in raw meat and posed in a

slaughterhouse, and in the 1980s, Canadian artist Jana Sterbak

constructed a meat dress from 50 pounds of cow flesh and let it rot on a

hanger in the National Gallery .

Nevertheless, the costumes stirred up the predictable and desired

publicity . While PETA president Ingrid Newkirk sensibly  observed that

“flesh from a tortured animal is flesh from a tortured animal” and that

“[m]eat represents bloody  v iolence and suffering,” the Globe and Mail

organized a web chat with three of its writers to discuss if this was

“Brilliant, disgusting, or both?” – as if it’s debatable. Gaga may  have

dismissed PETA’s criticism by  pointing out that no one had objected when

she wore leather costumes, but at least this served to highlight the

hy pocrisy  of those Globe readers who might have voted for “disgusting.”

After telev ision host and vegan Ellen DeGeneres presented Gaga with a

kale bikini, the pop star stated that she intended “no disrespect to any one

that is vegan or vegetarian.” Of course, far more than “disrespect” was

involved for the cows who died so that Gaga could prance about wearing

their flesh. But Gaga’s response to DeGeneres is also instructive. It points

to the widespread tendency , even among some vegans themselves, to see

veganism as merely  a personal choice. Thus, Gaga can eat or wear flesh,

while others can be vegetarian or vegan; meanwhile the animals are made

morally  inv isible.

Gaga went further, however. According to the Globe, she insisted the

Vogues Hommes meat bikini was “a human rights statement of sorts.”

Exactly  what sort of human rights statement it was remains unexplained.

One must strain to see the connection between the bikini and accessible

health care, or water, or education. It is difficult to see what comfort

Gaga’s costume might offer, say , to the millions of displaced people in
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eastern Congo who are still being v ictimized by  the multitude of armed

groups that prey  upon them, or to those whose fundamental rights are

being suppressed by  the Government of Thailand’s Emergency  Decree, or

to the thousands of Iraqis who are being held by  the U.S. forces in secret

prisons without trial and are at risk of torture.

Gaga seems to believe she was making a feminist statement, as she told

DeGeneres: “If we don’t stand up for what we believe in and if we don’t fight

for our rights, pretty  soon we’re going to have as much rights as the meat

on our bones … And I am not a piece of meat.” Feminist writers such as

Carol Adams have made such analogies, examining the intertwined

oppression of women and nonhuman animals. Y et surely  Gaga’s decision

to drape herself in flesh shows a complete lack of understanding of

arguments like Adams’, and Gaga’s exploitation of animals – either as raw

flesh or as leather – simply  mirrors the very  patriarchal values Adams

rejects.

These contradictions and incoherencies become even more apparent in

Gaga’s recent speech at a Portland rally  organized by  the Serv icemembers

Legal Defense Network to support the repeal of the Pentagon’s “don’t ask,

don’t tell” policy  concerning gay  people in the military . Praising the

“amazing heroes” of the U.S. military  who “inspire” her and whom she

“believe[s] in,” Gaga declared, “Equality  is the prime rib of America.

Equality  is the prime rib of what we stand for as a nation. And I don’t get to

enjoy  the greatest cut of meat that my  country  has to offer. … Shouldn’t

every one deserve the right to wear the same meat dress that I did?”

Certainly  gay , lesbian, and transgendered people should have the same

rights as others, but it’s disheartening to see that their movement for

liberation has been reduced to a call for them to participate equally  in the

same structures of oppression. What does “the right to wear the same meat

dress” actually  mean?

It means the killing of more than 100,000 cows, along with thousands of

other animals, in the U.S. every  day , contributing to the global slaughter

of more than 50 billion animals a y ear. It means confinement, terror, and

agony  for those animals. It means a flood of antibiotics, pesticides, and

hormones, and the widespread pollution of air, soil, and water. It means a

society  of obese, diseased humans addicted to meat and poisoning

themselves while intoxicated on propaganda from the American Meat

Institute, the National Cattlemen’s Association, and McDonalds.

With the human population expected to double in the next few decades,

the present meat-based sy stem is unsustainable and the planet is headed

for an ecological breakdown. As a sy mbol of freedom, “prime rib” can

hardly  be more inappropriate, since it is the product of domination and

murder. In that sense, however, it may  be a suitable sy mbol for the

military . As sociologist David Nibert has demonstrated, the consumption

of “beef” has been promoted by  large transnational corporations and

protected by  the U.S. state and its military  apparatus, causing the

displacement and death of devalued people in Latin America, as well as

devastating the environment.

Rather than praising the military , Gaga might look to the peace movement

for heroes, and she would do well to obtain a recording of “Three Holy

Wars,” one of the last talks given by  the great historian Howard Zinn.

Examining the American Revolutionary  War, the Civ il War, and the

Second World War, all depicted as “good wars,” Zinn, who himself served

as a bombardier in the Second World War, concluded that “war poisons

every thing” and that it is an ev il that must be brought to an end.

Many  progressives have analy zed what Nibert calls the “entanglements of

oppression.”

For example, in 1891, Henry  Salt created the Humanitarian League to

emphasize the fact that similar principles motivated vegetarian societies,

anti-v iv isection groups, anti-war activ ists, and prison reformers. As Salt

wrote in his biography , Seventy Y ears Among Savages:

“Reformers of all classes must recognize that it is useless to
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preach peace by itself, or socialism by itself, or anti-

vivisection by itself, or vegetarianism by itself, or kindness to

animals by itself. The cause of each and all the evils that afflict

the world is the same, the general lack of humanity, the lack of

the knowledge that all sentient life is akin, and that he who

injures a fellow-being is in fact doing injury to himself.”

While Gaga can be commended for sticking up for those who have been

oppressed because of their sexuality , she is obliv ious to these

“entanglements of oppression.” Praising the military  and play ing with

corpses of abused animals is no way  to advance human rights.
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